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Let’s face it, the layered look is trendy and stylish, but you don’t always want to wear extra layers. Layers can add bulk to your figure, and wearing multiple shirts can
make it hard to bend your elbows. And who has time to mix and match until you find two layers that work well together. It’s so much better to wear clothes with the
layers built in.

Smitten Lace Top
Kiyonna’s Smitten Lace Top looks like you layered a lace tee over a strapless tank, but that’s just an illusion. The solid colored lining is
topped with a skin tone mesh that covers your bra. The sleeves are lace only, so there’s no excess fabric at the shoulders, impeding
movement.
This top features ruching at the torso to hug your curves without clinging to any lumps or bumps. What a fun, modern way to add lace
to your wardrobe.

Feminine Frills Lace Top
Kiyonna’s Feminine Frills Lace Top actually is two separate layers. The top layer is a flirty mix of two laces with a flattering flare at the
hips. The bottom layer is a matching tank top. Wear the lace layer over a contrasting tank for a different look.
The shape of this top is especially flattering to pear shaped women, but it looks good on any body shape.

Promenade Top
Kiyonna’s Promenade Top is all one piece, but it looks like you’ve got layer piled upon layer. The built in waistband looks like a
separate belt. The draped front creates a layered peplum effect. You look like you’re wrapped in luxurious amounts of fabric when all you did was pull this top over
your head.
It’s such a fast, easy way to get the layered look. And the empire waist is universally flattering.
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Side Peplum Shift Dress
Lane Bryant’s Side Peplum Shift Dress looks like separates that you fussed over to make them
lay just so. But since it’s all one piece, it falls right into place. The side peplum looks like it
includes two layers of black fabric beneath a layer of botanical print – but wait, that’s only one
layer of fabric with two black ruffles sewn on. You get added volume without added bulk.
The darts, seaming and straight skirt are most flattering for women with hourglass, rectangle, and
inverted triangle shaped bodies.

Faux Bustier Wrap Dress
Eloquii’s Faux Bustier Wrap Dress takes a look from the red carpet and makes it easy and accessible. Menswearinspired
fashion meets super feminine in this chic mashup. This dress gives you the look of a button down shirt worn under a strapless
dress – all in one.
Made from stretch knit, this is one the more comfortable ways to get the layered look.

Pile On The Layers – Or Just Look Like You Do
One of the reasons the layered look is so stylish is that you usually have to put a lot of thought into the outfit. But with these looks, the clothes do all the work for you.
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